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Mission statement
As the provincial association of Native Friendship Centres, the Regroupement des centres d’amitié 
autochtones du Québec (RCAAQ) advocates for the rights and interests of Indigenous citizens in cities and 
actively supports the development of Native Friendship Centres that bring Indigenous people together 
in urban areas, offer them relevant services and contribute to harmony among peoples by promoting 
Indigenous culture.

The RCAAQ represents 11 Native Friendship Centres in the following cities: Chibougamau, Joliette, La 
Tuque, Maniwaki, Montréal, Québec City, Roberval, Senneterre, Sept-Îles, Trois-Rivières and Val-d’Or.

Thanks to its unifying mission and its long history, the RCAAQ has a comprehensive understanding of the 
issues and challenges faced by Indigenous people dealing with urban realities.

The RCAAQ is a coordinating structure and a consultative forum for Native Friendship Centres, who have a 
common mission, but work in different environments and contexts.

The RCAAQ is an Indigenous non-profit organization.

A brief portrait of urban Indigenous people in 
Quebec
In Quebec, it is estimated that more than half, or 55%, of First Nations reside off reserve or reserved land 
(Statistics Canada, 2018). In addition, 15% of Inuit in Quebec live elsewhere than in the Northern Villages 
of Nunavik.

Education and employment are the main reasons for migration from First Nations communities to urban 
areas (First Nations Regional Health Survey, 2018). According to the Commission des droits de la personne 
et des droits de la jeunesse du Québec, Indigenous people, and urban Indigenous people in particular, 
are among the groups most likely to be victims of discrimination and/or racial profiling in Quebec (Eid, 
Magloire & Turenne, 2011, p. 11). The RCAAQ’s Urban Indigenous People and the Accessibility of Public 
Services: A provincial overview showed that 57% of urban Indigenous people have experienced racism or 
discrimination in public services (RCAAQ, 2018).

The Overview demonstrates the extent of the challenges and concerns that are part of the 
reality Indigenous people face in Quebec’s urban environments. In this regard, the data 
gathered during the Overview confirmed the great diversity within the urban Indigenous 
population and the complexity of their needs (RCAAQ, 2018, p. 27).
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Introduction  
“Indigenous men in Quebec are setting sad records: disproportionate rates of incarceration and homicide, 
unemployment, psychoactive substance use, etc.” (Brassard and Spielvogel, 2018, p. V11).  There is also 
a significant lack of resources in the province for men in difficulty, particularly for Indigenous men. The 
services and programs currently offered in organizations draw on a traditionally female approach. Thus, 
these services do not necessarily meet the needs of a male clientele, making it more complex for workers to 
intervene adequately, given the characteristics specific to men. For instance, men may have more trouble 
seeking help, in part because society associates masculinity with physical and character strength. When 
an Indigenous man experiences a difficult situation, he receives less care than a woman would in the same 
situation. He is less supported, and there are very few specific resources to help him.

The condition of men has changed in recent years. There are indeed new and varied issues and needs 
among men of different ages. But it must be admitted that programming and services are still focused on 
women. For example, the development of parenting skills is more focused on mothers, even though fathers 
are equally involved in their children’s lives. There is also a lack of services for Indigenous men in some 
regions. This gap in service accessibility increases travel for men. For these reasons, although the Native 
Friendship Centres are becoming places of reference, the assistance Centres can offer this clientele is still 
limited. This report will present the results of a province-wide data collection on the intervention approach 
of Native Friendship Centre employees with their male clients. The methodology used and an inventory 
of the situation of male members will be presented in the following pages. Results on the approaches to 
mobilization and intervention, the contribution of gathering space and situations of judicialization will then 
be presented. Finally, a list of recommendations stemming from this data collection will be will be drawn 
and proposed

Methods
The data was collected during a tour of the province, during which eight Native Friendship Centres (La 
Tuque, Roberval, Québec (MAMUK), Sept-Îles, Trois-Rivières, Val-d’Or, Senneterre and Maniwaki) were 
visited. A more detailed presentation of these Centres can be found in Appendix 1. This tour, which took 
place in the summer of 2019, consisted of group interviews with male and female employees (who work 
with men) at the Centres (see the questionnaire in Appendix 2), as well as observations of an activity for 
men (a fishing trip to the CEAAS Shabogamak II cottage; see the observation grid in Appendix 2). A regular 
member also took part in a group interview, which provided an opportunity to obtain his opinion on the 
various topics discussed. Group interviews were generally conducted with three or more interveners. The 
choice of interveners was left to the Friendship Centre directors. However, it was noted that field staff, 
including employees involved in employability and justice programs who were perceived to be especially 
in demand by men, and any other employees in contact with male members were also asked to take part 
in the interview. Interview questions were intended to draw a portrait of the men who use the services and 
are in the Centre’s programs, as well as to portray the Centre’s interventions. This information gathering 
generally took the form of a conversation guided by the questions in Appendix 1. The collected information 
was analyzed once the interviews and the notes taken during the observations were transcribed. 

The information collected was used to write this report and will also be used to draft in the coming months 
a framework for intervention with men for the Quebec Native Friendship Centre Movement. 
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Overview
Sociodemographic profiles of male members
The socio-demographic profile of men attending Native Friendship Centres is very diverse. It is nonetheless 
possible to draw up a typical profile of users of the Centres’ services. This shows men over 30 years of age, 
who are single and have a criminal record. There are also many fathers in relationships or who are single 
parents, mainly in Québec City, Trois-Rivières and La Tuque. Usually older, these men often have custody 
of their children or are involved in their children’s lives. Finally, another segment of the male clientele is 
generally younger and, although they are fathers, they do not have legal custody of their children. They 
often have children in several communities, without necessarily maintaining connections with these 
children. 

The men who attend the Centres are of all ages, although the majority is made up of men between the 
ages of 18 and 40. Few Native Friendship Centres have members over the age of 40. Only the Centre 
d’entraide et d’amitié autochtone de Senneterre has a group (about 8 to 10) of men aged 50 and up, who 
are involved in the Centre, the board of directors or the Shabogamak II cottage. The Native Friendship 
Centre in La Tuque observes a different situation: there, the men who attend the Centre are between 35 
and 55 years of age. They are therefore moderately older. Depending on the geographical location of the 
Friendship Centres, there is a majority of members from the Atikamekw, Innu and Cree nations. 

Most male members of Native Friendship Centre are unemployed. There are also a few men who are 
working, looking for work or enrolled in employability programs. However, there is definite instability in 
this clientele since various problems, such as alcohol and drug use, generally keep the men from keeping 
the same job for very long. As a result, many men find themselves in a precarious economic situation. 
Some are on social assistance, but others do not have the necessary ID to apply for such programs. The 
Centres’ opening hours make it difficult for working men to attend; some simply do not open, while others 
only open on certain evenings.

As a university town, Trois-Rivières has many men studying in professional fields. Many members did not 
follow a normal schooling path and did not graduate from high school. Men often leave their communities 
to follow their spouses or families, get a job, pursue education or access services (including healthcare). 
Native Friendship Centre members also move to urban areas because of substance use in their communities, 
and community life there is perceived as difficult. Despite this, it was shared that after some time, many 
Indigenous men living in Roberval returned to their communities, and considered themselves to be only 
passing through an urban environment. 

During the data collection, the issue of hidden homelessness was observed mainly among the Centres’ male 
members. For example, many men live with someone and then have to leave because of their substance 
use, which may lead to other problems. They remain in these situations over the medium and long term. 
In several cities with a Native Friendship Centre, there are no resources for homeless men. This type of 
service is a great need. It is difficult to find housing that meets members’ needs, and people stay in houses 
for only short periods. In addition, many men experience discrimination in their search for housing. The 
data collection also revealed that there are few housing units for Indigenous people in cities, and those 
that do exist are already rented or too expensive. All these elements therefore lead to situations of hidden 
homelessness. 
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Hidden homelessness in Val-d’Or
In Val-d’Or, there are more and more people from the Cree nation living on the streets. These men 
may spend several months on the street. In particular, these individuals are unable to leave the city, 
either because they are legally constrained to do so or because they did not attend their medical 
appointment. They then find themselves struggling with homelessness and substance abuse. 

Several other issues are observed among the male clientele of the Native Friendship Centres. First, a 
majority of men are disconnected from society, particularly due to problems of substance use, trouble with 
the law, youth protection or bad family dynamics, such as violence. It should be noted that these difficulties 
are generally interrelated. In addition, a large proportion of this clientele has a criminal record. Substance 
abuse seems to be present in many and people who are intoxicated sometimes come into the Centres. 
A Senneterre worker explained that substance abuse is at the root of all men’s problems: they have no 
money, they try to find some (which can lead to the abuse and financial exploitation of older people) and 
use what little money they have to buy drugs and alcohol. When they are intoxicated, episodes of violence 
are more frequent. It is therefore a vicious cycle: financial problems, substance use, loss of custody of their 
children who end up in youth protection. Moreover, it is very difficult to break this cycle, because as soon 
as someone is working, those around them ask for money. For example, it was very difficult for one young 
adult to break out of this pattern because of the negative influence of his family and friends. His entourage 
was partying on the young man’s earnings, while he relapsed into substance use. To break the cycle, he 
had to move away and give up his social network. If people want to break out and change their lifestyle 
positively, they have to find work outside their communities. However, this leads them to be alone and at 
risk of isolation. 

There are also mental health problems, which often go undiagnosed. Although aware of their situation, 
men tend not to consult for this reason. In addition, it was pointed out that a large majority of the men 
who attend the Centres display an attachment disorder. Finally, in some Centres, there are members with 
intellectual disabilities. 

In short, men can find themselves isolated because of their issues, as well as because of the systemic 
barriers they face, such as language and racism. When they try to improve their situations, they encounter 
many difficulties and have a hard time accepting failure.
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The young men of Senneterre and Maniwaki  
In Senneterre, a majority of the young men from the neighbouring Cree or Anishinabe communities 
who attend the Centre were placed in non-Indigenous foster families as children. They were thus 
taken out of their communities and only came back as adults. This group of about 10 young 
people, who now attend the Centre, particularly for the food bank, used to visit the Centre when 
they were children. Today, these young men, who are in their twenties, have different problems, 
mainly substance abuse, which in turn leads to several other difficulties.

“Young adults are in survival mode.” — Intervener from Senneterre. 

Many youth in foster care attend the Centre, which becomes like their family in the urban 
environment. In addition, in recent years, the Centre has observed a higher proportion of teenage 
boys than girls placed in non-Indigenous foster care. These young people gather at the Centre and 
perceive it as a place where they can develop their cultural identity. They will be the Centre’s next 
generation and therefore become role models for the younger boys. 

In Maniwaki, youth from Lac Barrière must leave their community at the end of their primary 
schooling, as there is no high school there. These young people must live in urban areas to 
continue their studies. Once in Maniwaki, these children and adolescents live with members of 
their extended families or in foster families identified by their community. Some find themselves 
in situations where they can only rely on themselves. The Centre thus becomes a second family 
for these young people. It is a safe place they go to every day, at lunch and after school. They also 
come to the Centre for cultural activities, such as drum circles, discussion groups (one evening a 
week is reserved for discussions among young men), teen night, collective kitchens and all sorts 
of other relevant activities. Employees support these young people when they are going through 
difficult times, especially during romantic break-ups. It is generally hard for young people to 
manage their emotions and interveners help them do so. Finally, male employees become role 
models for these young people.
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Men in Native Friendship Centres
It appears from the exchanges with the employees we met during this data collection that men have a hard 
time opening up. First, it can be long before a man feels comfortable and confides in someone. Men tend to 
repress their emotions. Working with Indigenous men is therefore even more complex; they do not talk much 
and are difficult to understand.

Men have difficulty expressing their feelings when they are face-to-face with someone and this is even more 
complex in large groups, especially in mixed-gender groups. Men sometimes manage to name the distress they 
are experiencing, but without going into the details. However, when they do decide to confide in someone, 
they are direct and do not beat around the bush to name what they’re feeling. Men often express themselves 
through humour, because emotions are difficult to express. 

Men tend to ignore their problems, which explains why they rarely seek psychosocial support. As a result, 
informal help is a good foot in the door for intervention. This is why the Centres’ employees mainly work with 
specific and spontaneous requests for help or services: “That’s what I want. I express my need to you and then 
it’s over” — Intervener from Trois-Rivières. Men therefore come to the Centres on an ad hoc basis and for a 
short period of time. They come to look for specific services and without too many interactions: they want 
to use the computer, make a call, get help with their CV, pick up bus tickets, etc. When they come with their 
spouses, they rarely interact with others. 

Trust is built between these men and interveners via different approaches. This trust is necessary for men to 
open up. Developing a trust relationship can take time. You have to respect the other person’s pace, not force 
things and accept that men hide certain parts of their lives and emotions. Sometimes men test the limits and 
confront the interveners, then open up and confide. For example, sometimes men open up after they explode. 
It was noted that male clients of the Centres often have attachment issues, which explains why it can be 
difficult and time-consuming to establish a relationship of trust.

Finally, since mutual aid between men is very strong, it often happens that they ask for help for their friends, 
even if initially they themselves have the same need. In other words, helping others helps themselves. In the 
same vein, men often get involved in the Centres without being asked. For example, they will take care of the 
living environment or help employees with various tasks. However, men do not like to get involved in formal 
volunteering named as such. They do not like being “caught” in a responsibility. They do not like schedules and 
especially commitments, thus making it difficult to organize evenings or weekends in groups for these men. 
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SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
The family  

The father role
It is certainly rare to see fathers come into a Native Friendship Centre with their children. It is mainly 
mothers who use the Centres’ services, alone or with their children; their spouses stay home or are at 
work. Moreover, “in the collective imagination, single parenthood is spontaneously associated with 
the situation of a mother living alone with her children” (Villeneuve, 2018). However, the reality of 
fathers has changed in recent years. This is a fact observed in the majority of Native Friendship Centres 
in Quebec: “The number of male-led single-parent families in Quebec is constantly increasing, but 
the phenomenon remains little known to the general public” (Villeneuve, 2018; translation).

The Missinakuss-PAPACUN program at the Centre multi-services MAMUK mobilizes single-parenting 
fathers. It is mainly young fathers, who are in the process of regaining custody of their children and 
who need support, who attend the program. 

It is observed in this Centres that fathers seem to be more mobilized in using services for and about 
their children. It is therefore essential to focus on enriching the parenting experience.

Although mobilizing fathers is more difficult than getting mothers involved, dads are much more 
active than before. They are in action and are more common in the service pathways and cohorts 
of the Native Friendship Centres. Often, they accompany their wives to the Centres, even if they 
would not come alone or of their own doing. Moms tell their partners about the tools and what they 
learned at the Centre, which piques their spouses’ interest and openness to learning more. 

The interveners at the Native Friendship Centres of Quebec should therefore decentralize their family 
interventions and involve fathers more closely in family-related follow-ups so that dads feel truly 
involved.  For instance, interveners should not only look at the mother during family meetings. Above 
all, we must not forget the father, even during follow-ups related to pregnancy. It is not only the 
mother who is involved in the process; the father is equally involved, but in a different way.
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Although men are more difficult to mobilize for specific programs and services, they generally participate 
well in family activities when they are present. Single fathers receive support through help and guidance 
in their role. Native Friendship Centre interveners also support fathers in obtaining legal custody of 
their child, in child protection follow-ups and discussion can be organized around various topics, such as 
domestic violence and budget planning.

Employability
In general and disproportionately, men use employability services. Men have great needs related to CV 
design and job searching. In employment preparation programs (EPP), discussion circles give all men an 
opportunity to speak and share what they are looking to get out of the program. They can thus confide 
in each other about their current situations and what they have been through lately. However, it is more 
difficult to address sensitive topics. 

Sports and physical activity
Men like to be active. Thus, sporting activities, especially in the evening, work well; men enjoy these kinds 
of activities. Native Friendship Centre interveners are trying to plan more physical activity and adrenaline. 
In Maniwaki, for example, a group of men gather weekly at the city’s arena to play hockey. 

Culture
Cultural activities generally engage men well. At the Centre multi-services MAMUK, men sometimes 
come to Mitesh Circle craft evenings to make medicinal bags, guitar straps and moccasins. In short, they 
do “male” crafts; they do not like all types of crafts. In Maniwaki, the Native Friendship Centre organizes 
drum circles for young men. In the Native Friendship Centres of Roberval (Lac-Saint-Jean), Québec City 
(MAMUK), Trois-Rivières and La Tuque, forest activities are organized, involving several different types of 
men. These resources are presented in detail in the “Via culture and nature” section. 
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Food security
Food security is a province-wide need observed in all Native Friendship Centres. Young adult men often 
come to the Centres initially for food assistance services. Although this is not part of their mandate, Native 
Friendship Centres still meet this need. Between November and March are the most difficult months: 
many families are in a precarious situation over the Holidays. However, the Centres concur that families 
should not depend on their support. This is why interveners then refer them to other relevant services, 
such as collective kitchens or workshops on budgeting. For example, at the Centre d’entraide et d’amitié 
autochtone de Senneterre, there are collective kitchens twice a month with two distinct groups (couples 
and singles) to ensure that food is distributed fairly. Often, men who come to do community service and 
compensatory work arrive without having eaten. When food is left over from a recent activity, these men 
get a meal before they start their work. Men are not very present in mixed-gender activities, such as 
collective kitchens, so it is necessary to develop concrete ways to get men involved in these activities. 

Men’s groups
The men say it clearly: They need to be together, support each other and be able to let loose a little.

Many Friendship Centres have support groups for men:

  At the Centre in Trois-Rivières, the men’s circles have been in place for about six months. A male 
facilitator leads the meetings and a cook is on-site to prepare and offer a meal. 

   At the Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre, a men’s group has been in place since December 2018. 
Theirs is an open group. There is a facilitator present during the meetings, but it is the group that 
decides and leads itself. 

   At the Maniwaki Native Friendship Centre, a men’s group meets regularly to talk about drug addic-
tion. The group, previously facilitated by Native Friendship Centre interveners, is now being led by 
recovering addicts. The men in this circle help each other and change their habits, which some-
times leads to fathers regaining custody of their children.

Concrete and specific requests
Many men come to the Friendship Centre on an ad hoc basis, for a short period of time. They come for 
direct, specific services that do not require lengthy interventions. So it has to be fast! Native Friendship 
Centre employees are called on to respond to an urgent request. Generally, the first service that men 
arriving in the city seek is social assistance applications. They also make several other specific requests. 
These include assistance in applying for family allowances from the government, help filling out documents 
and forms, making appointments (doctor, psychologist, driving instruction, optometrist, etc.), help applying 
for identification cards (health insurance, band membership, etc.), making a call or using the computer.
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It is interesting to note that many men will come to the Native Friendship Centre via mandatory and judicial 
constraints (for example, a court order to complete community or compensatory work). This is also the case for 
women, but generally less than for men. This situation is observed in the majority of Native Friendship Centres.

Support
Native Friendship Centre employees turn to other resources and accompany members to these appointments, 
so that men can continue their efforts. This approach strives to empower members by helping them develop 
their ability to take action and their sense of greater control over their lives and the events that happen to them. 
Considering the type of men who come to the Native Friendship Centres, accompaniment is also provided for 
suicidal ideology and crises. Men generally need more support than women in finding and paying for housing; 
it is more complex for a man to find and maintain housing. In addition to the rarity of housing in some areas, 
Indigenousness adds another layer of challenges. 

Referring people to other resources  
Native Friendship Centres have certain limitations and cannot intervene on all fronts. This is why they also make 
a lot of referrals to other resources. Generally speaking, among male clients, there are many referrals regarding 
domestic violence. Many men also experience distress and social disconnection (situations of substance use, 
problems with the law and youth protection, violence, hidden homelessness, etc.). This clientele is redirected 
to other resources that will complement the Friendship Centres’ services. Finally, some men cannot read or 
write, which can make it more difficult for them to integrate urban settings. Thus, various referrals are made in 
order, among other things, to improve living conditions through literacy and education.  

Willie’s Place
Located in Val-d’Or, “Willie’s Place is a respite centre with a high level of acceptability for men and women 
in situations of homelessness, vulnerability and disconnection from society, their family and community.  
The objective of Willie’s Place is to reinforce the safety net surrounding highly vulnerable persons through 
a culturally relevant and safe intervention approach as well as assistance along the paths specific to their 
needs.” (Taken from the VDNFC website) 

It is observed that a large majority of men frequent this respite centre and, as previously mentioned, many 
Indigenous men, regardless of the region, are in a highly vulnerable situation. It is important to note that 
the organization has grown enormously in recent years. Previously, Willie’s Place only met a specific need 
related to homelessness. People needed a place to rest to warm up and to have a cup of coffee. Now 
though, people’s needs extend beyond homeless; they want to feel that they belong to a community and 
a culture.
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Results
Mobilization
As observed in the majority of Native Friendship Centres in Quebec, it can be difficult to mobilize men in Centres 
and during services. However, several strategies to reach this clientele have taken shape within the Movement 
and generally work well. In the vast majority of cases, men will not call or go to the Friendship Centre for help. 
Getting men in the habit of coming to the Centre is therefore a considerable challenge.

Media
Social media work well to mobilize men. This strategy is shared by all Native Friendship Centres. All Centres 
therefore have a Facebook page where they share information about their services and programs, in addition 
to upcoming activities. Men-specific Facebook groups have been developed to promote relevant activities and 
events, and are also a forum for sharing among themselves, which creates an open space for discussion. Some 
Native Friendship Centre employees also promote services, programs and activities through their personal 
or professional Facebook accounts, which can engage even more participants. Apart from Facebook, which is 
indeed a good medium for reaching out to this clientele, there is also the option of promoting and broadcasting 
the Native Friendship Centres’ monthly programming on community radio.

How the activities are promoted is important. Men must feel concerned and interested in order to come 
out. Information must therefore be disseminated according to the needs and priorities identified by the 
targeted clientele.or 22.1.0, SVG Export Plug-In  -->

Through women  
Considering that in the majority of cases it is women who take the initiative to seek out services for the needs 
of their families, they are often perceived as the heads of their households. Women seek out the services of a 
Centre first and then draw in their spouses. This process ensures that the whole family receives help. Women 
may even register their spouses directly for activities or services. Centre interveners have the reflex of referring 
directly to women in order to reach men.

Through other men  
Once men have been referred to the Centre by their spouses, whether or not they attend regularly, they will then 
bring in other men. By enrolling in a program, service or activity, a man can solicit the participation of a friend, 
cousin or family member. It is important for men to support and inspire each other in a positive way. Friendship 
Centres partnering with a regular male member or having a male leader are sure methods for mobilizing all 
men.
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Actively seeking men out 
Considering that the majority of men do not use the Centre services often, it can be a good idea visit them 
and invite them to come in person. As mentioned above, men need to feel involved and have a role or 
responsibility in the activity. 

To instill this sense, Friendship Centre interveners must understand the context: identify the places 
where they can find the targeted clientele and meet with community partners and citizens. Thus, 
knowing people’s environment leads to a better understanding of their reality.

Some members may be difficult to reach. They may experience many stresses.  Some people do not 
have Internet access, a Facebook account or a phone. The ideal method is to go to them, wherever they 
are. These are small communities: although not all of men are regular service users, Friendship Centre 
interveners know their clients and are aware of when these men are going through difficult times. This is 
yet another reason to take a step toward them. 

It all starts with the intervener, who must be able to mobilize people. When planning an activity, thinking 
about the time of day is essential. If the activity is planned too early in the morning, the men will not come. 
The planning should be adapted to the clientele’s needs and availability. Once the right time of the week is 
set, planning regular activities can help men form the habit of coming to the Centre.

Other strategies
There are various other ways to mobilize men. According to a male member who regularly uses services at 
the Val-d’Or Native Friendship Centre, the best way to reach this clientele is to leave information about a 
service or activity, with a registration sheet and a pencil, in the various places men go.

Friendship Centre interveners act as bridges between local resources and organizations. It is therefore 
important to create a good network of partners so that these latter can accompany and refer people to 
the Native Friendship Centre. It is possible to recruit men directly from partners’ services (e.g. schools or 
community organizations) by leaving leaflets that describe the Friendship Centre’s services and programs, 
and introducing ourselves to start developing a relationship of trust with people. This method has the 
effect of creating a safety net around individuals. 
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Obstacles to mobilization
The Native Friendship Centres of Quebec face several obstacles in mobilizing male members. Here are some 
of these: 

  Transportation: Many male members do not have a vehicle and this may impede their participation in 
activities. Some cities are big, which means that in addition to having no car, members are far away from 
the Centre. Public transit is not always available.

  Personal and professional situations: Many male members work, so the time and day when the activity 
is planned may not suit everyone. Each person’s family situation is different. For example, a single father 
who works during the day must take care of his children in the evening, which makes it difficult for him to 
participate in the Friendship Centre’s activities.

  Lifestyle: Many male members do not particularly care for planned activities or are unable to commit to 
signing up. This can be explained by the fact that Indigenous people live in the present.

Intervention approaches  
The informal intervention approach is certainly the most appropriate for Friendship Centre men. This regards 
as much how to develop connections with members as to how and where to intervene. This next section 
describes the intervention methods Friendship Centre employees use.

Building a relationship and a bond of trust
Several tactics to create a relationship with men that leads to trust have been identified by Native Friendship 
Centre staff. First, it is important to be respectful. Ensuring confidentiality is a second and equally important 
element. Third, it is necessary to stay flexible because the connection is made informally, using humour, 
being friendly and taking an egalitarian approach to the relationship. Greeting both regular and new 
members when they arrive is one small way to create a bond. When a new member enters, it is important 
to go to them quickly, otherwise they may stay off to the side or leave quickly. 

Less structured settings, such as while driving, smoking a cigarette or chit-chatting, are also good opportunities 
to build an egalitarian relationship and a bond of trust. 

“When you’re out for a smoke, you have access to a big part of his life.” — Intervener from Québec City.

Using familiar language and talking about things that are of interest to men are other good methods of 
connecting with them. Trust is created when people get to know each other and when everyone shares 
openly about who they are. Men also appreciate when interveners show their own vulnerability, their 
understanding of the other’s suffering and their empathy, and give people tools to empower themselves. It is 
a reciprocal relationship when the facilitators share their experiences, put themselves on the same footing, 
are open about personal experiences, and expose their values and vulnerability. Under no circumstances 
should an intervener adopt a judgemental attitude or reject a member.
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“A good intervener will therefore be able to navigate an informal situation, all the while keeping a 
clinical setting in mind.” —Intervener from Trois-Rivières

It is important to respect the men’s pace, go slowly, accept the time it takes to forge a trusting bond, not 
ask too many questions and, therefore, not force the intervention too quickly. As already mentioned, men 
first come looking for a specific service and then open up when they feel confident. Men will be on their 
guard at first. Then, they listen and observe the context and the interveners. It’s important then to talk with 
them, for interveners express interest in them and involve them. That’s how men will end up trusting the 
interveners. Men do not like to confide in several interveners. When they develop a bond with one person, 
it is very strong and cannot easily be broken. 

The men will go to the person they know with whom they have already built a relationship. It was shared 
that many men who attend Friendship Centre services have an attachment disorder. This helps explain why it 
is sometimes difficult to establish a relationship with them, why it takes time and why changing interveners 
can bring up many emotions in these men that cause them to revisit the experience of abandonment. 

In short, since men only seek help when needed and prevention is difficult, it is important to create strong 
bonds of trust. Forging this link becomes one of the only available avenues for prevention. This is why 
creating as many excuses as possible for gathering men together will help you build such relationships.

When and how are interventions carried out?
Interventions with men are certainly complex, as we have seen. It was unanimous that men open up 
little, whether because of discretion or pride. They do not tend to confide in others when they encounter 
difficulties and do not ask for help when they need it. It seems that giving men time to get to know 
Friendship Centre employees and develop a relationship of trust with some is the best strategy. Thus, how 
men are welcomed is very important. Create as many excuses as possible to forge a link that will help with 
the intervention. An intervener from Roberval recounts that “It always starts with coffee.” Then, you have 
to ease into things and, if the need is felt, invite the person to go and talk in private. But quickly inviting 
a private discussion or registering members for a particular service will tend to put them off. Moreover, 
if interveners react too quickly or set up several simultaneous actions when asked for help, men may feel 
overwhelmed and run away. The men may not be ready to do all these things.

Since men do not seek prevention assistance, the need for support is very rarely anticipated. They come in 
when they are in a crisis, when they explode or are “at the end of their rope.” After these so-called “one-
time” episodes, some men open up more easily and it is possible to make a follow-up plan, although this 
is not the case for all members. 
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Men do not express themselves by exposing all the details. They quickly cut to their current need and often 
know what they expect from the intervener: “I came for such and such a reason and I want to work on such 
and such a thing. I’m ready to go. I want to go to therapy” (example given by a Roberval intervener). In 
these situations, interveners should try to take the discussion a little further and get men to talk about why 
they want to use the service. Men often ask to go to therapy because they have no choice, after receiving 
an order. It is important to make them reflect on their personal motivations and make sure that they use 
these opportunities to work on themselves. When men come to ask for a service, such as help in filling 
out a form or applying for a status card, it’s a good idea to use this informal request as an opportunity to 
get them to open up about other things and other problems. Although initially this is not the purpose of 
the meeting, it allows interveners to work with the men informally, without them really being aware of it. 

You have to listen to them, not speak for them, and to be comfortable with the silences. “There are 
some meetings where it is okay not to say anything. Even if as an intervener you would like to ask 
questions to fill in the gaps, you have to give them their space.” — Intervener from Trois-Rivières.

DIn the intervention approach, it is important not to lecture men. It is necessary to be sensitive to how 
we present them with information. On the other hand, it’s important to start from their objectives, to 
help them to identify what they want to do in life in the short and long terms and to try to put in place 
the means that will enable them to achieve these objectives. So we have to work on the long-term vision 
because very often they just don’t think about it. When men come wanting to apply for social assistance, 
for example, it is possible to ask them what they will do with the money. Actions should always be linked 
to the men’s objectives, which allows them to structure their lives more effectively. This motivates them 
and gives them hope. 

In crises, men need to evacuate their emotions, which may come out as aggression. Naming these feelings 
with them and putting what they are experiencing into words and into context helps equip men to better 
understand their emotions. Ideally, once interveners feel confident, they can choose not to stop men when 
they are angry or crossing the line, and this can be beneficial. In these moments, we must be able to 
receive what they have to share, no matter what form it takes. This anger must then be redirected to give 
them new ways of experiencing their emotions. 

Holding sharing circles or other activities that encourage men to open up should ideally be done at times 
when interveners are close by. For example, it was reported that it can be very intense once men open up. 
Then, it may take a while before they come back to the Native Friendship Centre because it is too intense 
and painful for them. When activities conducive to this kind of opening up are planned over several days, 
men do not find themselves alone with the aftermath of everything they just shared and it is easier for the 
intervener to follow-up with them. 
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Group intervention is less well-liked, but group activities can sometimes drive intervention. The use of 
different means of communication, such as art, music, sports or different cultural activities (like sweat 
lodges) can help men express themselves and name their feelings. In developing programming, it is 
therefore necessary to focus on activities where men can express their emotions since these various 
situations are levers for intervention. The use of a second medium, such as Facebook, can also facilitate 
intervention. Humour is also a way for men to express their feelings. To de-dramatize what they feel, men 
tend to make jokes, which indicate a need for help. They laugh at serious situations because it makes them 
easier to talk about. 

Places of intervention  
As already mentioned, informal intervention is the most popular option for men. The choice of location is 
therefore fundamental to ensuring members a safe and non-confrontational environment. 

At the Centre multiservices MAMUK de Québec, a special intervention room for men was created after 
a cultural intervener was hired. In this room, the intervener added a couch and a television to make 
the setting more informal. He would like to add a video game console to change the mood even more. 
This space echoes the comments of a intervener at the Centre d’amitié autochtone de Trois-Rivières 
who emphasized that men need to have moments among themselves and a place where they can get 
involved. In the same vein, an intervener from the Centre d’amitié autochtone du Lac-Saint-Jean shared 
that men like to meet with friends, especially in their apartments. The need to gather is also reflected in 
how men use the gathering space of the Native Friendship Centres. Currently, in the infrastructures of 
some organizations it isn’t always possible to create a space especially for men or even to have private 
environments that are adapted to the needs of this clientele. 

It is clear that the interveners are creative, innovative and responsive to the needs of members when 
it comes to choosing locations. This is how the waterfront, a park, the sidewalk, a car or in the forest 
become preferred places for intervening with men. By being in a wide-open space, like in nature, men 
can allow themselves to “blow a fuse,” experience their anger and name their frustrations knowing that 
they are in a safe place where they feel good and confident with the person accompanying them. The 
use of these outdoor spaces can then lead members to an intervention plan and to various services and 
activities in the Native Friendship Centre. In addition, an approach of proximity is certainly useful, as it 
allows interveners to travel to members’ homes. It was shared by a Trois-Rivières intervener that “No 
matter where they are, you have to take a step toward them to develop and maintain the bond.” We must 
therefore go outside the context of the Native Friendship Centre, because men are not very involved in 
the organization’s services. When men are physically busy with something (like fishing or doing crafts), 
they express themselves more. In short, formal face-to-face meetings in an office are never optimal, since 
these moments are intimidating, especially the first time. 
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Via culture and nature
Interventions that draw on culture and nature have proved crucial in the practice of Native Friendship Centre 
employees. First of all, each organization with whom we met had organized a men’s outing in the forest in 
recent years to recharge these members’ batteries. All these experiences were enjoyed and allowed many 
men to progress in their self-growth. This type of activity gave men access to their emotions, due to the 
atmosphere of the place and the process (sharing circle, ceremony with sage, etc.). 

At the Centre multi-services MAMUK in Québec City, the outing at the meshkenu lasted a week. It was very 
rich for men’s search for their identity and cultural re-appropriation, which helps them in life in general. There 
were six participants and several interveners who were not from the Centre (a criminology teacher who had 
done a research project on the trajectory of men (profiles of aggressors and victims), a spiritual leader-guide, 
an intervener from the Native Friendship Centre who gave a course on Indigenous history, a psychologist 
who offered a workshop on “What makes a real man and what makes an authentic man”). There was also a 
meteshan (sweat lodge) and spiritual names were given. A past participant shared that over time and with 
practice, participants reclaimed their culture. When they were ready, they eventually opened up. 

At the Centre d’amitié autochtone de Trois-Rivières, a similar activity took place during a weekend at Domaine 
Notcimik. Fifteen participants from various backgrounds took part in the outing. The Centre’s employees 
had reached the participants via a Facebook ad and their spouses had signed them up. Also, the people of 
the Native Friendship Centre had gone to find leaders to reach out to the other men. Once in the woods, 
the men were taught about the forest by an Elder. These men who had long ago lost their connection with 
culture and the forest then discussed their role “Why am I here? What good am I?” The intervener recounted 
that there was a lot of distress that was expressed in a short period of time, followed by a long silence. That 
same evening, they held a meteshan, which helped draw out a lot of suffering from the men. Solidarity arose 
between the men and this allowed them to discuss their role as fathers, their adaptation to life in the city 
and to holding a job, despite the racism they experienced in looking for work. The men spoke informally. 
They also went snowshoeing, skinned a beaver and received teachings about this animal. Through all these 
experiences, alliances were made between certain men. They have formed sub-groups and their connection 
endured, beyond the activity. For a while, they also attended the Native Friendship Centre, but that finally fell 
off. To perpetuate the process that was begun, there should have been a follow-up to this outing. They should 
have had to go out into the bush again. 
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At the Centre d’amitié autochtone du Lac-Saint-Jean in Roberval, there was a wintertime healing activity 
with five men. The leaders were accompanied by a spiritual mentor. The topics of violence in its various 
forms, substance use and emotional dependence were all addressed. Recently, the Native Friendship 
Centre employees wanted to hold a fishing trip for the men, but the women were critical of this idea. So 
they had to do a mixed-gender activity, but the men didn’t come. There is therefore a great interest in 
men to participate in this type of activity, but men-only. Intergenerational sharing and spiritual support 
activities are also highly appreciated. A Centre intervener reported that participants are respectful when 
Elders share their knowledge and men see themselves growing through this type of exchange. Although 
men don’t particularly like intervention in an office, it has been observed that the display of cultural and 
sacred objects is reassuring to them. 

At the Maniwaki Native Friendship Centre, male employees organize a cultural camp twice a year. This 
camp, which usually lasts two days, allows people from all walks of life to gather, discuss and connect. 
During these camps, men practice various activities, such as fishing or hunting. They also talk about some 
personal issues. This same group of men is mobilized for other cultural activities. For example, some 
organize the Native Friendship Centre’s pow wow. Their involvement therefore extends beyond forest 
activities. They participate in cultural teaching workshops. 

At the Centre d’entraide et amitié autochtone de Senneterre, the Shabogamak II cottage is a popular 
place for all members. Older men regularly go there to practice cultural activities, such as fishing, cooking 
game that was trapped or hunted in the surrounding area, crafts and others. Young men also love going to 
the cottage. It is a place where they can receive teachings from Elders. In addition, the cultural activities 
that take place there are relevant to them. Activities like partridge hunting, learning how to butcher the 
animal and keeping the feathers to make a dreamcatcher are very popular among young men. They also 
like to go canoeing or fishing with older men. Finally, being at the cottage, keeping it tidy and participating 
in workshops in the garage help break the men’s isolation and give them the opportunity to open up when 
they feel the need. As mentioned above, the CEAAS has a special situation, as many boys and teenagers 
are in non-Indigenous foster care. Once they reach the age of majority, few return to their communities, as 
their ties often weaken over the years. These young men find themselves in a vulnerable situation. Without 
family support, they attended the Native Friendship Centre, particularly for food assistance. Employees set 
up activities for men that draw on a cultural and nature-based approach. For example, they would like an 
Indigenous man to get young people to go goose hunting as part of this project. Since this activity requires 
carrying firearms, the Centre would like to help young people acquire a licence and support them in their 
reflections on the use of firearms.
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The CEAAS’ Ntosowerineow project (“hunters” in Attikamek)
“In the community of Senneterre, young 
Indigenous adults are currently faced with various 
obstacles: substance use problems, intoxicated 
psychosis, trouble with the law, lack of diplomas 
and work, difficulty feeding themselves, loss of 
identity and hope. The goal of Ntosowerineow is 
for Indigenous Elders and adults to expose youth 
to hunting, trapping, cutting, tanning and fishing 
techniques so that they can learn to support 
themselves and develop their traditional skills. 
Youth returning to their roots in the bush will 

allow them to connect with their heritage and develop an identity and pride specific to their culture, 
and this can bring meaning and spirituality to their lives. Young people will reduce their substance 
use and wrong-doing, which will also enable them to fight poverty.” —Centre d’entraide et d’amitié 
autochtone de Senneterre 

Observations at Shabogamak II cottage
We were present at Shabogamak II cottage as observers during a fishing trip organized as part of the 
to the Ntosowerineow project. The activity took place over one day, but its impact continued to be 
felt the next day at the Centre. Four men participated in the activity, three were over 50 years of age 
and one was a teenager (about 15 years of age). The day began with the preparation of the boat. The 
participants worked well together, helping each other and showing concern for the others’ comfort. 
Everyone was involved in the tasks and kept busy without being explicitly asked. The teenager seemed 
shy at first and the tasks did not seem familiar to him, but the older men guided him. Once on the 
lake, there was still a lot of mutual support among the participants. The men teased the younger 
guy and as the day went on, he poked them back. This young man quietly assumed his place in the 
group and gradually opened up. The older men gave him responsibilities. Humour was also a positive 
means of intervention between them. After lunch, one of the men and the teenager went back out 
fishing again, while the other men continued fishing on the dock. A man on the dock caught a fish and 
he kept it to show the observers and the teenager how to gut it. The teenager also caught a fish and 
was very proud of it. While they were putting away their gear, the young man asked several times if 
anyone wanted to go fishing with him again the next day. The older men weren’t available, but they 
promised they’d go another time.
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This activity was not just a fishing trip. It gave rise to intergenerational connections, the transmission 
of knowledge, opening up amongst the men and pride in the catch. The next day, when we were 
visiting the Centre again, we found the teenager with two of the participants of the previous day’s 
activity. The young man finally went fishing on his own, but brought his catch back to the Native 
Friendship Centre. The other men helped him gut it and it was important to the teenager to share 
his fish with one of the men. 

Going into the forest helps men to open up a lot: 

“In the bush, you can see the difference.” 
—Intervener from Roberval

“In the bush, a ton of information can come out. It would seem that when the hands 
work, the mind relaxes.” 
—Intervener from La Tuque

The land is therefore a special place for working with men. Some men may not have not been into the 
bush for a very long time. In these cases, going out into the woods is even more beneficial. Inviting Elders 
also aids this type of intervention. Men also really like working with leather, making guitar straps, building 
oars or canoes and sculptures. These crafts are a means of expression for men. Varying the types of 
craftsmanship a little allows a greater number of men to open up. Sometimes leaders emerge during this 
type of activity. They naturally rise up to bring the group together and these men can then be activated 
to ensure that the activities continue to have lasting effects. Music is another way of communicating 
with people and drum circles, for example, can be great opportunities for intervention.

In short, cultural activities, crafts, music, hunting, trapping and particularly fishing are very important to 
men and can become a lever for intervention with this clientele. 

Getting men involved in the Native Friendship Centre
Once the connection has been made, the trust relationship built and the intervention plan put into 
action, it is important to involve the men in the Native Friendship Centre in order to ensure the continuity 
of the process and of their relationship with the interveners. To involve members in the organization’s 
activities, it is first necessary to focus on their strengths and interests and to highlight each person’s 
skills. For example, if a man likes to play an instrument, he could lead a musical activity. Men can teach 
other members, and this can restore their self-confidence. Finally, by reserving space and time for men, 
they will be more inclined to return and invest in the Native Friendship Centre.  
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Obstacles to working with men  
Several barriers were observed by Native Friendship Centre staff regarding intervention with men. Here is 
an overview:

  Female interveners must quickly break the dynamic of seduction that can settle into the relationship 
with a male member.

   Language is a major barrier to intervention, as interveners do not always speak the members’ mother 
tongue. Speaking in their language makes male members feel safe and facilitates their expression of 
their feelings. Thus, it is a significant barrier if the Centre doesn’t have interveners who speak the 
members’ mother tongues. 

   Not having male employees in the Centres may be an obstacle, because some men experiencing 
difficulties involving one or more women will not necessarily confide in a female employee or intervener, 
out of pride or embarrassment. If activities that are exclusively for men are led by a female facilitator, 
her presence modifies group dynamics and can impede men’s candour.

  -  It was revealed that the lack of training for male intervention, particularly for male employees 
who are generally not trained in this area, was a need felt in Native Friendship Centres. 

  Fathers may feel less involved if family interventions are led by a female intervener. He may get the 
impression that the mother and the intervener are “on the same side.” And as a result, he may withdraw. 

  -   If the intervener is a man, the male member may feel better understood.

  It may be more complex for a younger intervener to work with older men, as the latter may be wary of 
his lack of maturity and life experience.

   Sometimes men want to do everything at the same time and change everything in their lives at once. 
When it doesn’t work out, because they aimed too high, they get discouraged and give up. It also 
happens that men simply are not able to drum up the energy to change. 

  Sometimes people who are intoxicated or in withdrawal come to Native Friendship Centres, so it is 
important to listen to their needs and be very cautious in any intervention with them.

Interveners in the Native Friendship Centre
The Native Friendship Centre team members have a wide range of backgrounds. However, there is 
a significant trend toward overwhelmingly female teams. And, in fact, some Native Friendship Centres 
have no male employees at all. This means that intervention with male members is not done by male 
interveners. What’s more, male employees are rarely interveners, as they have not had the training. Many 
work as cultural facilitators and intervene with men de facto. Thus, more training, particularly in proximity 
approaches, for these employees could be an interesting way to ensure better supervision of the men who 
use the Native Friendship Centre. These employees would thus be better equipped to pick up on what 
happens during male-to-male activities and provide follow-up and clinical support to these members. 
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However, it was also revealed during this data collection that, despite what was initially thought, men do 
not necessarily prefer to confide in another man and be followed by a male intervener. Men prefer to be 
followed by a person who makes them feel safe and with whom a relationship of trust is established. They 
feel suffocated when several interveners are involved in their follow-up and would prefer a single person 
to provide overall follow-up. In addition, as explained above, they do not like change or having a follow-
up with a new intervener. Stability makes them feel safe. For example, when an intervener at the Centre 
d’amitié autochtone du Lac-Saint-Jean changed jobs and the members were followed by a new intervener, 
the men no longer came to their appointments because they did not want to have to tell their entire story 
all over again.  

Boundaries in intervention
Native Friendship Centre employees reported various boundaries that interveners had to set in their work 
with men. First, interveners must respect their own values and limits. They also need to have a sense of 
ethics in their work. When they are trusting, men open up easily and anywhere and everywhere, and 
sometimes even give too many details, which are not necessary for the interveners. It is therefore important 
for interveners to set boundaries early on and express these to the men. As presented earlier, a large 
majority of men attending Native Friendship Centres have an attachment disorder. This calls for being very 
clear and consistent with them. Interveners should never expect members to interpret and should never 
leave any ambiguities. We must adopt a benevolent authority and remind men about being respectful, 
when necessary. Men tend to test interveners’ limits, so it is important to make them understand when 
they have crossed the line. We must ensure that we draw the line by being direct and up front. Care must 
also be taken not to “over-mother” men, as they are the ones who control their actions. 

A lot of information can been gathered on Facebook and you can use it in meetings. Since many 
communications are made via Facebook, employees should set limits on its use, for example by only 
replying during their work hours. 

Gathering space 

Gathering space
Is made available to members to gather and use every day, without having to make an appointment

Fosters informal or spontaneous discussions, exchanges, mutual support and the development of 
egalitarian relationships based on trust

Fosters the development of a sense of community belonging

Can be a place to meet, eat, socialize and provide occasional support

Can become a place of cultural anchoring or an important touchstone for members in the city
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In many Centres, the main users of the gathering space are men, despite that the majority of Centre 
members are female. It is therefore mainly men who live and animate the living environment. Each Native 
Friendship Centre has its own group of regular men who frequent its premises several times a day (generally 
between 3 and 4, but more than 10 men for some organizations). Some of these “regulars” come every day 
and others come more than three times a week. They are of all ages. They are generally disconnected from 
society and come to the Centre because it is a safe environment. They use the computers or just come for 
a cup of coffee.   

“It starts with the coffee and then it all comes pouring out.” 
—Intervener from Val-d’Or

“It’s the men who come to chat informally over a cup of coffee.” 
—Intervener of Senneterre

In Senneterre, some men with stability in their lives come to the Native Friendship Centre for a cup of coffee 
and to talk about their lives. This shows their need to socialize in an informal setting (over a cup of coffee or 
while smoking a cigarette with an employee or other member). Regulars get to know each other, exchange 
ideas and develop a bond that unites them. They ask each other how they’re doing and show concern for 
each other. These men also help and get involved in the Native Friendship Centres. “They take care of their 
environment.” —Intervener from Roberval. Sometimes, men only come to the Native Friendship Centres 
for the walk, to people watch or listen to others. It has been observed that, over time, these men open up 
more and talk to employees. Interveners therefore use the  gathering space  as a space for carrying out 
informal interventions. Interveners often provide a service, even if members may not be aware of that 
it’s happening. When these regular members do not come to the Centre for several consecutive days, 
interveners are concerned and will try to find out what’s happening from other members, to make sure 
everything is okay. In short, it seems obvious that the gathering space is truly important for men.

 
“This is their Centre. When they enter, they are at home.” 
—Intervener from La Tuque

Judicialization
The male clientele of the Native Friendship Centres is, for the most part, judicialized. Many men are 
therefore required to perform community and compensatory work within the Native Friendship Centre 
itself. It is sometimes difficult to mobilize these men to do this work. Sometimes these same men go 
back to detention. However, despite the restrictions of this reality, interveners try as much as possible to 
draw on men’s strengths and skills to make them feel valued. Interveners also opt for activities in which 
members can develop their cultural identity. 

This clientele is struggling with various multi-level issues, including substance abuse and domestic violence. 
Several fathers are also being followed by youth protection services, which leads to requests for help and 
support.
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These men are trapped in a vicious cycle. When they come out of detention, they have no anchor points and 
no resources to help them. We often see men being released with no money in their pockets and no place 
to go. They may return to their former settings, where there is substance use, because these environments 
are their only point of reference. They may then return to detention and it all goes round again. Action 
must certainly be taken at this level. We must meet with these men before they leave prison, plan their 
release with them, put things in place and strengthen partnerships with the various organizations in the 
community. It is necessary to fill service gaps and create positive anchoring for this clientele.

Inspiring practice
A collaborative agreement is being developed between the Centre d’amitié autochtone de Trois-
Rivières and the regional detention facility to create a therapeutic alliance with Indigenous prisoners. 
The idea is to bring Indigenous men in prison back in touch with their culture, connect with them so 
that they do not find themselves alone when released and therefore do not return to their habits.

There is a great lack of awareness among members of their rights. People often do not understand their 
judicial conditions or even their offence. It is therefore difficult for men to respect these conditions. The 
current judicial system does not particularly help this vulnerable clientele. When these men use drugs and 
alcohol and get in trouble with the law, it is difficult to rise out of this negative image in urban area, where 
circles are small. There is a glaring lack of cultural security. 

As explained above, substance use is often at the root of everything: housing instability, job loss, isolation 
and breaking off social networks because of their problems, which all aggravate any mental health issues. 
Substance use therefore brings several other problems, but it is the cause of a greater need. 
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Recommendations 
In light of all this information, the Regroupement des centres d’amitié autochtones du Québec makes 
these recommendations: 

That a male intervener position be created so that he may focus entirely on the development and 
implementation of programming for the male clientele of the Native Friendship Centres, in addition to 
mobilizing members, and that this job be a full-time permanent position.

   Encourage the hiring of Indigenous men who speak Indigenous languages so that there are more male 
figures.

   Involve an Elder or a holder of traditional knowledge to ensure the transmission of cultural teachings, 
thereby enhancing identity and culture.

   Encourage ongoing training in psychosocial intervention for all Centre employees. 

   Have this intervener work in tandem with a female intervener, when appropriate.

That programming for male Native Friendship Centres members be developed to create as many 
opportunities as possible to bring men together.

  Plan these activities over the long term; make them recurrent (for example, once a week) and sustainable, 
but allow for latitude and creativity in order to meet many people’s needs.

  Create a habit of attendance, a dynamic and a routine for men via these activities.

  Organize educational workshops on justice rights and issues to eliminate the consequences of members’ 
lack of knowledge.

  Organize seasonal cultural outings (hunting, fishing, trapping, etc.).

  Set up men’s circles (interveners present only to support members; men find solutions themselves).

  Chose activities that allow men to express their emotions and become an avenue of informal intervention. 

That a space is created where men can come together among men. This space should allow men to:

 Invest and appropriate it as their own;

 Take care of each other;

  Become attached to the Native Friendship Centre, to be included in other services and thus, to break 
their isolation.
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That there be a male-specific intervention approach and that the Native Friendship Centres value its 
contribution. 

 Employees should respect men’s pace.

  Native Friendship Centre employees should be creative and flexible in their strategies for getting men 
involved.

 Interveners should be open to the different possible sites for intervention.

-   A place for gathering and intervention in the bush, where men are encouraged to open up to 
their emotions, should be acquired or identified. 

  Team meetings should be scheduled to provide interveners with professional and personal clinical 
support.

   The approach to family intervention, too often focused on mothers, should be decentralized.

That there be a specific approach for the vulnerable male clientele of the Native Friendship Centres.

  Employees should be trained to adequately respond to members with mental health needs.

  Safety nets should be put in place in Native Friendship Centres to effectively respond to crisis situations. 

   Partnerships and collaborations should be developed to fill service gaps, including the creation of an 
essential front-line service, available at all times. 

   The Native Friendship Centres’ hours should be more flexible to meet the immediate needs of members 
in vulnerable situations.

That a strategy be deployed to overcome hidden homelessness. This strategy could include:

 Temporary accommodation for men;

 A respite or a crisis centre;

 Supervised rental units via a housing support program;

  Ultimately, a social economy housing project, where each member fulfils their responsibilities for the 
housing block.

That the employees of the Native Friendship Centres be continually attentive to the needs of men and 
be sensitive to the emergence of new issues inherent to this clientele.

That government authorities and other partners financially support the Native Friendship Centres in 
documenting these needs and issues, as well as in implementing specific services for male clients. 
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Conclusion
As seen in this data collection, men who frequent Native Friendship Centres are often in vulnerable 
situations. It is therefore important to implement strategies and services specific to this clientele with 
the ultimate goal of restoring men’s hope and thus enabling the self-growth of Native Friendship Centres’ 
members. Although complex, mobilizing men can take many forms. However, reaching out to members 
allows us to gather in a larger number of people, including individuals who are disconnected from society. 
An informal intervention approach, the use of different ways of expressing emotions, cultural anchoring 
and time spent in nature, and varying intervention sites are all strategies to be considered when working 
with men. The use of the gathering space by male members also demonstrates their great need to break 
out of isolation. Since a large proportion of this clientele is judicialized, it is important that Native Friendship 
Centres be key players in the implementation of programs aimed at filling a service gap and breaking 
the vicious cycles in which men find themselves. Finally, the decentralization of services and approaches, 
which tend to place too much emphasis on women, must be taken into consideration.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1. Presentation of the Native Friendship Centres visited 
This information comes from the local fact sheets in the report Urban Indigenous People’s Access to Public 
Services: A provincial overview. 

La Tuque

La Tuque is focal point and crossroads for many 
Indigenous people, due to their high level of 
mobility and the public services offered in the 
region. Although not part of the city, the Atikamekw 
communities of Obedjiwan (population 2,019) and 
Wemotaci (population 1,213) are landlocked by 
La Tuque, which covers an area of over 25,000 
km² between Shawinigan and Lac-Saint-Jean 
(Statistics Canada, 2017). Statistics Canada’s 
2016 Census data revealed that the total First 
Nations population represents nearly 4,000 
people in this vast urban area, which includes 
La Tuque and the two surrounding Atikamekw 
communities (Statistics Canada, 20181). There 
are also many Indigenous individuals and families 
who pass through the city for various reasons. 
The Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque 
was founded in 1975, reflecting the longstanding 
presence of Indigenous people there. Over the 
years, urban services for Indigenous people in La 
Tuque have increased and diversified to meet the 
growing population and its needs.

Maniwaki

Located in the Outaouais region, Maniwaki is an 
important crossroads for Indigenous people. According 
to 2016 Census data, the First Nations population 
comprises more than 8% of Maniwaki residents 
(Statistics Canada, 2018). The Algonquin community 
of Kitigan Zibi, with an estimated population of 1,221 
(Statistics Canada, 2018), is adjacent to the city of 
Maniwaki. The Algonquin community of Lac-Rapide, 
with a population of approximately 793, is located just 
134 km to the north. Since there is no high school in 
Lac-Rapide, over 100 teenagers from this community 
pursue their studies in Maniwaki (RCAAQ, 2016). As 
a result, many First Nations individuals and families 
settle in Maniwaki on a permanent, temporary or 
transitory basis. The Maniwaki Native Friendship 
Centre opened in November 2016 to meet the growing 
needs of the area’s Indigenous population. The 
Centre actively contributes to improving the quality of 
life of urban Indigenous people by providing access 
to a continuum of culturally relevant services, a safe 
gathering space and many activities that promote 
and encourage the scope of Indigenous cultures.
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Québec City

Québec City is the province’s second largest city 
and the seat of many political and government 
activities. It is also an important focal point for 
Indigenous people, particularly for First Nations 
communities in eastern 

Quebec and the Mauricie region who settle there 
for various personal, family or socio-economic 
reasons (RCAAQ, 2017). According to the most 
recent Statistics Canada data, the First Nations 
population in Québec City increased from 2,070 in 
2006 to 6,225 in 2016 (Statistics Canada, 2018). 
In other words, the First Nations population tripled 
over 10 years (Statistics Canada, 2018). There are 
also 150 Inuit in Québec City (Statistics Canada, 
2017). These data reflect recent and significant 
growth in the city’s Indigenous population. Among 
the culturally relevant resources available to 
Indigenous people in Quebec City, the MAMUK 
multi-service centre has been offering, since 2018, 
a range of urban services and a space fostering 
cultural anchoring and community-building for 
Indigenous women, men, youth, Elders and 
children.

Roberval

Roberval has long been a hub and meeting place 
many Indigenous individuals and families. As 
one of the largest cities in the Domaine du Roy 
RCM, Roberval is frequented by the Atikamekw of 
Opitciwan and the Pekuakamiulnuatsh who regularly 
visit for services or businesses. A needs assessment 
in Roberval (RCAAQ et al., 2016) showed that there 
are several reasons Indigenous people may settle 
there temporarily or permanently: The pursuit of 
education, access to more employment opportunities, 
healthcare and social services, support for a loved 
one, lack of housing in the communities or simply the 
search for a better quality of life for oneself and one’s 
children are several examples. Making up 6% of 
the city’s population (Statistics Canada, 2018), First 
Nations members are an integral part of Roberval’s 
social and cultural life. Founded in 2016, the Centre 
d’amitié autochtone du Lac-St-Jean provides cultural 
anchoring and frontline community services to the 
region’s Indigenous people.
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Senneterre

Located in the Abitibi-Témiscamingue region, 
Senneterre is close to several Cree villages 
and settlements and Algonquin and Atikamekws 
communities. Historically, Indigenous people 
have been present in town, even before the 
creation of most of the area’s Indian reserves, 
since Senneterre was at the convergence of 
several waterways and was a trading post. 
Data collected by Statistics Canada as part of 
its 2016 Census show that the total population 
of Senneterre is 2,868 people, including about 
100 First Nations members. These latter make 
up about 4% of the town population (Statistics 
Canada, 2018). There are also many Indigenous 
individuals and families passing through the city, 
as well as many First Nations children placed 
there in foster care. Founded in 1978, the Centre 
d’entraide et d’amitié autochtone de Senneterre 
offers culturally relevant services for Indigenous 
children, youth, adults and Elders who live in or 
pass through Senneterre.

Sept-Îles

Sept-Îles is in the Côte-Nord region. Located just 
above the 50th parallel, the city is criss-crossed by 
the Sainte-Marguerite River to the west and by the 
Moisie River to the east. The city is criss-crossed 
by the Sainte-Marguerite River to the west and the 
Moisie River to the east. The historical presence of 
the Innu is very well documented. Today, the city of 
Sept-Îles continues to be an important site for traffic 
and convergence of the Indigenous population. The 
geographical proximity with the Innu communities of 
Mati-Utenam and Uashat has a great influence on the 
urban reality of Sept-Îles. Between 2006 and 2016, 
the First Nations population in the city increased from 
2,900 to 3,920 citizens, an increase of 35% in 10 
years (Statistics Canada, 2018). Many Indigenous 
individuals and families from the Basse-Côte-Nord 
area settle temporarily or permanently in Sept-Îles 
to access health, educational and social services. 
Founded in 2006, the Centre d’amitié autochtone 
de Sept-Îles offers a continuum of culturally relevant 
and safe services to improve the quality of life of 
Indigenous people living in or passing through town.
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Trois-Rivières

Located on the north shore of the St. Lawrence 
River and at the mouth of the Saint-Maurice 
River, Trois-Rivières is the largest urban centre 
in the Mauricie region. It is a major attraction for 
Indigenous communities in the Haute-Mauricie, 
Centre du Québec and other areas, due to its 
geographical location and its array of services 
and educational institutions. Between 2006 
and 2016, the First Nations population living in 
Trois-Rivières increased by 84%, reflecting a 
rapid growth in the city’s Indigenous population 
(Statistics Canada, 2018). According to 2016 
Census data, Greater Trois-Rivières has 156,042 
residents, including 1,315 First Nations members 
and 20 Inuit (Statistics Canada, 2017). In 2013, 
the Centre d’amitié autochtone de La Tuque 
developed a service point in Trois-Rivières, which 
became a full-fledged member in 2018, with a 
view to meeting the growing needs of the city’s 
Indigenous population.

Val-d’Or

Located in the Abitibi-Témiscamingue region, Val-
d’Or has long been a crossroads for Indigenous 
Peoples. The city’s First Nations population has 
grown significantly in recent decades. According to 
Statistics Canada data on Greater Val-d’Or (CA), the 
First Nation population increased by 41 % over 10 
years, from 1,670 in 2006 to 2,355 in 2016 (Statistics 
Canada, 2018). Since its founding in 1974, the Val-
d’Or Native Friendship Centre has developed a 
continuum of cultuaally relevant and safe frontline 
services for urban Indigenous people. It is a place 
of cultural anchoring and a setting that promotes 
individual and collective well-being, justice, social 
inclusion, citizen participation and harmonious 
cohabitation in its community.
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Appendix 2. Framework for intervention with men
Portrait of men - Who are they?
- Age?

- Child(ren)? 

o Age(s)? 
o Does he have custody? 
o Being monitored by DYP? 
o Connections? 

- Marital status?

- Professional situation: 

o Working? 
o Studying? 
o In a skills development program? 
o Retired? 
o Unemployed?

- Income (precarious situation, poverty, hidden homelessness, instability)?
- What was their past like (abuse, DYP, neglect, substance use, poverty, etc.)?
- How long have they been in the urban area? Why are they now in this urban area?
What services is he looking for? 

In which program(s) is he enrolled? 

Which program(s) or service(s) has he attended the most? 

What activities does he participate in? (Are there any more popular activities for men?)
- Cultural activities?
- Employability and skills development 

How often does he participate in the Centre’s activities and services?
- Is he a regular or occasional / irregular member (i.e. in a crisis, looking for help after arrival in town)?

Is he involved in the Centre beyond the activities (work, volunteering)?

Does he go to organizations other than the Centre?

How did he find out about and start attending the Centre?

Are there any men who ask for help from the interveners at your Centre? 

If so, about what?
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Portrait of the Centre’s interventions 

What we’re trying to find out: 
- What works?  
- What are the needs of men and the Centres?

Do you have a specific approach to working with men? 

Do you have any specific services / programs / activities for male members?

Do you organize the following activities? 
- Men’s circle
- Healing activities specific to men
- Presence of an Elder in the Centre (intergenerational links)
- Outings into the bush

Are there employees who are more involved with male members than others? 
- If so, who and why?
- Are they male or female employees?
- Is it easier for a man to intervene with men?
- Can women intervene with men?

How do you develop trusting relationships with male members?

Is it more difficult to develop a relationship of trust with men?

How do you get male members involved? 
- Is it easier, more difficult or similar than with female members?
- How do you reach out to male members?
- Do you have to identify needs related to getting men mobilized? 

Do men have a different way of expressing themselves?
- And of expressing their emotions?
- If so, how?

Where do your interventions with men take place?

Are there better places than others to work with men?

Do you intervene with men and their families? What kind of interventions?

Do you do any interventions in regards to domestic violence? What kind?
- What about violent men or who are victims of violence? What kind?
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Do you intervene with men in connection with a criminal record or a breach of probation? What kind?

Do you do any interventions related to the domestic violence / substance use / co-dependence loop? What 
kind?

Do men tend to look for a quick fix to the problems they encounter?

Do they tend to come for services late in the game (once the problems are entrenched and developed)?

Do you observe specific needs for men (in terms of services, programs or activities)?

Have you observed any situations of your male members related to homelessness and hidden homelessness? 

Have any of the Centre’s members emerged as young leaders as a result of their time at the Centre? 

Based on your observations, do men consult more, less or just as much as women?
- Why?

When you work with men, do they resist or shirk their responsibilities?

What is their view of what it means to be a man or a woman?

Do you have specific partners who work with men? 

Do you have partners who refer men to your services? 

Do you have partners to whom you refer men in the search of other services?

*Address the continuum of services.  

Have you observed any changes in recent years affecting men (participation, effects of services, programs 
or activities)?
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Appendix 3. Observation grid
Observed Event

Location: Date and length:

Profile of the participants:  Name of employees, title and role in the event:

Description of the event (context): 

Elements of Observation
Activities: Interactions (verbal and non-verbal 

communication): 
People involved:

Interactions (verbal and non-verbal communication): 

 


